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The perils of positivity
J. RICHARD HACKMAN*
Department of Psychology, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
Summary The passion and productivity that characterizes research on positive organizational behavior
(POB) is impressive. Yet POB research is accumulating so rapidly that it may exceed what the
ﬁeld’s conceptual, methodological, and ideological foundation can bear. I discuss here six
concerns prompted by the articles in this special issue. These concerns are (1) the emphasis of
positive organizational scholarship on individual-level phenomena, (2) the ahistorical char-
acter of POB research and writing, (3) the construct validity of key concepts, (4) over-reliance
onaparticularresearchstrategy,(5)implicitacceptanceoffundamentalﬂawsinhowworkand
organizationsaredesigned,and(6)theseductivenessofnewresearchparadigms.Copyright#
2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
One of the great things about the burgeoning Positive Organizational Behavior (POB) paradigm, at
least as exempliﬁed by the papers in this special issue, is the absence of a preoccupation with outcome
variables such as productivity, performance, and proﬁtability. By and large, the phenomena explored
in positive organizational research are deemed worthy of study in their own right, not because of
their possible instrumentality for achieving corporate objectives or economic success. The
growing number of organizational scholars who have signed up and joined in suggests that the
POB movement is providing a refreshing alternative to traditional scholarly work about organizations
and management.
But my job is to be skeptical, so skeptical I shall be. My reﬂections are not critiques of the speciﬁc
papers in this special issue; each of them, after all, already has made it through this journal’s review
process. Nor do I attempt here a comprehensive assessment of the rapidly expanding ﬁeld of POB. My
more modest aspiration is simply to provide six worried reﬂections about POB that were prompted by
reading the papers in this issue.
Work Organizations Are Not Sick Patients
The POB paradigm is an outgrowth of the positive psychology movement. That movement was set in
motion by Marty Seligman during his term as president of the American Psychological Association
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Copyright # 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Accepted 10 November 2008(Seligman, 1999), and has blossomed since then. Because clinical psychology research and practice
historically emphasized the understanding and treatment of human distress and disorders, that ﬁeld
gaverelativelylittleattentiontotheupsideofhumanexperience.Byfocusingonpositiveconceptssuch
as joy and fulﬁllment, positive psychology has provided an interesting and productive corrective to the
traditional focus of clinical psychology.
But what is positive organizational scholarship correcting? It is true that organizational failures and
ﬁascos have been prominent in organizational behavior teaching and research. Every organizational
behavior student is exposed to the concept of ‘‘groupthink’’ (Janis, 1982), for example, and analyses of
the Enron collapse and the Challenger disaster are standard fare in the ﬁeld. But the emerging POB
paradigm is not in the main a reaction to an over-focus on organizational maladies and mishaps, to the
notion that work organizations are sick and must be cured. In fact, a great deal of organizational
behavior research already focuses on positive outcomes, ranging from individual satisfaction to team
cohesion to organizational effectiveness, driven at least in part by the hope of improved organizational
performance by the people who fund our research and provide access to their organizations.
SotheimpetusforPOBdiffersfromwhatpropelledtheﬁeldofpositivepsychologyinthatitdoesnot
focus mainly on correcting a historical over-emphasis on pathologies. POB and positivepsychology do
share one signiﬁcant feature, however—a relentless focus on the individual human being. Positive
organizational scholars appear to have jumped on Seligman’s bandwagon without pausing to reﬂect on
where the gaps really are in organizational research. And they have done so in a way that subtly moves
the focus of their research from organizational dynamics to intra-personal phenomena.
The emphasis of POB researchers on explanations that reside at the individual level of analysis is
worrisome. Explanations that rely mainly on individual states and traits are much more prominent in
lay accounts of events than in the ﬁndings of social science research. Consider, for example, the
fundamental attribution error, which is the tendency of observers to explain actions in terms of the
dispositional states of actors rather than the situational forces that operate on them (Ross, 1977). Social
scientists, by contrast, give more credence than lay observers to the role of situational forces in shaping
behavior—social psychologists, for example, are particularly attentive to the power of the immediate
situation, and sociologists show how contextual features and forces shape behavior in social systems.
Yet social scientists also can be swept up by our human tendency to rely on individual-level
explanations. In social and organizational psychology, the decades-long but ultimately unsatisfying
search for the traits that distinguish good from poor leaders is a good case in point. Moreover,
personality-based explanations of social behavior remain hugely popular with both lay persons and
social scientists—witness the ﬂood of research that attempts to predict behavior from the Big Five
personality dimensions, the instant popularity of ‘‘emotional intelligence’’ as an explanatory variable,
and the widespread use of the MBTI despite that instrument’s shaky empirical foundation.
The focus of POB researchers on individual persons is a slippery slope, especially these days as
nativist, neural, and evolutionary explanations for behavior gain increasing credence in the scientiﬁc
community. It will be but a small step to turn next to gene activation to explain the attitudes and
behavioroforganizationmembers—astepthatalreadyhasbeentakenbyscholarswhoconductstudies
oftwinstodemonstrate the heritabilityofjobsatisfaction(Arvey,Bouchard, Segal,&Abraham,1989).
Is this the direction in which we want organizational science to move? Does it ﬁt with what we have
learned over the decades about the multiple factors that shape behavior in organizations?
Although some organizational scholars have proposed, as Ben Schneider does, that ‘‘the people
make the place’’ (Schneider, 1987), the ﬁeld of organizational behavior at its best addresses cross-level
interactions among individuals, their work relationships, and the broader organizational or cultural
context. It would be a signiﬁcant step backwards if an emphasis on the well-being and fulﬁllment of
individual organization members eclipsed attention to those cross-level interactions that most
powerfully shape organizational life.
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The reference lists of the papers in this issue are dominated by work published relatively recently,
especially studies in the positive psychology tradition (by my rough count, well over half of the citations
are to work published since the year 2000). There is little recognition by the authors of the articles in this
issue that positive organizational phenomena have been productively studied for decades. Nor have they
expended mucheffortto ground their researchin previous organizational scholarship. That is a signiﬁcant
missed opportunity, as is demonstrated by the one paper in this issue that is historically grounded—the
study of psychological well-being and cardiovascular health by the multidisciplinary team of Wright,
Cropanzano, Bonett, and Diamond. That study builds quite informatively on organizational research on
cardiovascular health that was conducted in the early decades of the last century.
It is not necessary to do a literature review to demonstrate that the ﬁeld of organizational behavior
has a long-standing tradition of research and theory on positive organizational phenomena. Lots of
positive topics come immediately to mind. Here, mostly unedited, is the list I jotted down after reading
this issue. Each of these topics has spawned a considerable research literature, little of which is cited in
these papers: Internal work motivation, gain sharing, team efﬁcacy, self-actualization, authenticity in
relationships, job enrichment, human resource development, transformational leadership, high-
commitment organizations, integrative bargaining, quality of worklife, growth satisfaction, and T-
group training. It would not be difﬁcult to add many more positive phenomena that have been
extensively studied and theorized about by organizational scholars.
Research on many of the topics just listed, moreover, traditionally has been driven at least in part by
researchers’aspirations to generate positivealternativesto states of affairs that they, and sometimes the
organization members and managers who participate in their research, ﬁnd unsatisfactory. Studies of
job enrichment and internal work motivation as a response to the dysfunctions of scientiﬁc
management. Research on the quality of worklife to develop alternatives to poor union-management
relationships. Action research on authenticity to generate non-manipulative strategies for intervening
in relationships and organizations. Research on gain sharing to identify compensation strategies that
avoid the dysfunctions of piecework. Analyses of high-commitment organizations to generate
alternatives to control-driven management strategies. This list, too, could easily be expanded.
These two lists show that the ﬁeld of organizational scholarship has been relatively well-balanced
over the years, and that current research is situated on a solid historical record that addresses both the
dysfunctions of organizational life and positive prospects for improving it. That is why I ﬁnd it curious
that positive organizational scholarship has such an ahistorical character. Yes, it is true that there is no
research tradition on speciﬁc, recently generated POB concepts such as ‘‘zest.’’ But it also is true that
POB researchers seem disinclined to ground their new concepts in what already has been learned in
organizational research over the years, learned by scholars who surely did not imagine that one day an
entirely new generation would rediscover phenomena that they had explored many years before.
Positive organizational scholarship would be stronger if it were more ﬁrmly grounded in what
already is known about life and work in organizations. And would be more credible if it were not
discussed by its proponents as if were brand new, invented right here, right now.
Too Many Constructs, Too Little Validity
In preparing towrite this commentary, I wrote down all the positive concepts discussed in the papers in
this issue. Although I no doubt missed some, here they are: belongingness, cohesion, cooperation,
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identity,subjectivewell-being,trust,andzest.Thereare,inthesepapers,listsuponlistsanddistinctions
upon distinctions. What is not here, at least not that I can see, are serious attempts to explore the
conceptual basis of the terms that are used, to probe how differently named but seemingly similar
concepts relate to one another theoretically, or to establish empirically the construct validity of the
concepts that are central to the ﬁndings reported.
Construct validity is the sine qua non of theory development. Construct validation involves building
anetworkofrelationshipsamongconcepts,sometimescalleda‘‘nomologicalnet,’’ thatspeciﬁeswhich
concepts are independent and which are causally related to one another, either positively or negatively
(Campbell & Fiske, 1959; Cronbach & Meehl, 1955). At any stage of the theory-development process,
that network both depicts the present state of knowledge about the concepts of interest and guides
empirical work that seeks to further extend and reﬁne what is known. Although many validation
programs focus mainly on the positive or inverse relations among concepts, it is just as important to
establish discriminant validity—that is, to demonstrate that the empirical relationships among
conceptually independent concepts are negligible, a matter about which I have more to say in the next
section.
As the positive organizational scholarship paradigm matures, it will be essential to attend more
carefully to the construct validity of its central concepts than so far has been the case. Beyond the
obvious advantage of fostering conceptual clarity, such work also can help establish the direction of
causal inﬂuence among concepts that are empirically associated, generate hypotheses about
explanatory mechanisms, and determine whether ‘‘positive’’ and ‘‘negative’’ states actually lie on the
same conceptual dimension.
Direction of causality
BackwhenIwasstarting outasanorganizational researcher,itwasgenerallyassumed,bypractitioners
and scholars alike, that people who were well satisﬁed with their work performed better. So when a
studywould ﬁnda positivecorrelationbetweenjobsatisfactionand workproductivity,we justassumed
that meant that satisﬁedpeopleworked harder.But it turned outnottobe sosimple:researcheventually
established that causation operates at least as strongly in the opposite direction, and with an important
moderator. Speciﬁcally, being productive a work engenders personal satisfaction, but only when
workers’accomplishments are appropriately recognized.
After research on the satisfaction–performance relationship had run its course, we knew a great deal
more about the dynamics of one positive organizational concept, job satisfaction, than we had before
(Judge, Thoresen, Bono, & Patton, 2001). And those who were interested in fostering satisfaction at
work knew that one of the best ways they could do that would be to help people be productive and then
to recognize and reinforce their accomplishments. I would not be at all surprised if the same kind of
surprise about direction of causality awaits POB scholars as they further explore the construct validity
of other concepts that are prominent in their ﬁeld of study.
Explanatory mechanisms
When Jutta Allmendinger, Erin Lehman, and I were carrying out our cross-national study of
professional symphony orchestras some years ago, we made an assumption that was just as plausible,
and just as wrong, as the one made by early job satisfaction researchers. Speciﬁcally, we thought that
orchestras whose members got along harmoniously would play better as ensembles. It was not so. In
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interpersonal relationships and an independent outside assessment of orchestras’ensemble playing
(Allmendinger, Hackman, & Lehman, 1996). That unexpected ﬁnding, as such ﬁndings always do, set
us off on a search for an explanation.
Although we were working mainly at the group level of analysis (i.e., the orchestra as a whole) that
was not where the explanation lived. Quality of ensemble playing, it turned out, was signiﬁcantly
shaped by the interaction offactors one level higher (the supportiveness of the orchestra’s context) and
one level lower (the amount of time the music director spent working with the orchestra) than our focal
levelof analysis. As I previously have proposed in this journal, robust explanations more often than not
require simultaneous attention to factors that operate at both higher and lower levels than the level of
the focal phenomenon itself (Hackman, 2003). If that is true, then it also is likely that the most
satisfying explanations for the dynamics of positive organizational phenomena will require cross-level
analyses. And since the focal level for most positive organizational scholarship is that of the individual
organization member, POB researchers may ﬁnd it especially helpful to ‘‘bracket’’ their phenomena by
giving speciﬁc attention to both neural processes and to aspects of the social context that interactively
shape those individual behaviors and attitudes that are of special interest.
Dimensionality of concepts
Many decades ago psycholinguist Charles Osgood and his colleagues employed what then were newly
developed factor analytic techniques to tease out the main dimensions of meaning (Osgood, Suci, &
Tannenbaum, 1957). They found that much of the variation in meaning could be captured with just
three dimensions: evaluation, activity, and potency. By asking respondents to rate the standing of a
concept on a series of bi-polar items that tapped those three dimensions (e.g., good vs. bad, active vs.
passive, strong vs. weak, etc.), researchers were able to get a good ﬁx on that concept (‘‘mother’’ and
‘‘father,’’ for example, had signiﬁcantly different locations in the three-dimensional space).
That way of thinking still characterizes how we deal with most of the concepts we study. That is, we
identify some dimension (e.g., optimism) and assume that, with appropriate measurement, everyone
canvalidlybeplacedsomewhereonthatdimension,fromlow(pessimists)tohigh(optimists).Butwhat
if pessimistic and optimistic orientations actually were qualitatively different phenomena? What if
there were no single dimension on which optimists and pessimists could be meaningfully arrayed?
That possibility is not as unlikely as it may seem. In fact, there are many social and psychological
phenomenaforwhich two differentmechanismsare requiredtodistinguishoneextremefromthe other.
Positive and negative affect, for example, appear to involve different neural systems. Rewards have
qualitatively different effects on organisms than do punishments. The prospect of losing resources is
qualitatively different from the prospect of a gain. Good leadership appears to involve quite different
processes than bad leadership. And those who study human competencies compare excellent
performers to average performers rather than to poor performers, precisely because demonstrating
competence invariably involves different processes than behaving incompetently. Because the same
kind of asymmetry may operate for some of the concepts that are prominent in POB research, scholars
may ﬁnd it informativeto giveexplicitattention to the dimensionality of those concepts—especially in
probing whether being ‘‘high’’ on some dimension really is the opposite of being ‘‘low.’’
My reading of the papers in this issue suggests that a good deal of work will be needed to establish
the construct validity of many of the concepts that are prominent in research on POB. I also recognize,
however, that we still are very early in the development of the POB paradigm. Perhaps as the ﬁeld
matures the number of different-but-similar-sounding concepts will decrease, and the amount of
validation data available for each of the remaining concepts will increase substantially. Perhaps what
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that is the case.
One Method Is Not Enough
Positive organizational scholarship is about concepts and ideas, not about methods. But the empirical
papers in this issue, as a set although with some exceptions, rely fairly heavily on a single
methodological strategy. In brief, and only slightly in caricature, it is this:
1. Generate some interesting-seeming concepts of the positive kind.
2. Write a number of self-report items that have face validity for assessing each of those concepts.
3. Compile the items into a survey, administer it, and compute composite scores. These composites
may be the simple averages of the items that werewrittenfor each concept, or may be informed by a
factor analysis of the survey as a whole.
4. Computetheinternalconsistencyreliabilityofthecompositescores(e.g.,coefﬁcientalpha)andﬁnd
it satisfactory.
5. Use correlational methods to examine the relations among the concepts and/or their relations with
other, independently measured variables of special interest.
Common method variance is always a worry with this strategy, of course, and one that invariably is
mentioned among the ‘‘limitations of the study’’ in discussion sections. Even more troubling, however,
is uncertainty about whether separate concepts actually have been assessed. To illustrate, the authors of
one study in this issue created composite scores for three different concepts from self-report
surveys and found the internal consistency reliabilities of all three composite scores to be excellent.
It also was the case, however, that the median intercorrelation among the composite scores
themselves was above .70. With composite score intercorrelations that high, it is virtually certain that
the component items were nearly as highly intercorrelated across concepts as they were within
concepts. In other words, the composite measures almost certainly had unacceptably low discriminant
validities, which calls into question the interpretability of the substantive ﬁndings that relied on those
measures.
At some point in the evolution of the POB paradigm it will be necessary to move well beyond self-
report tests and surveys and to come up with new methods that nail the phenomena under study,
methods that are free of common method variance and that have discriminant as well as convergent
validity. Getting there from here, however, will require a tightening of standards by the gatekeepers of
positiveorganizational scholarship. As it becomes more difﬁcult to publish studies that rely on easy-to-
use or off-the-shelf methods and measures, researchers may ﬁnd the prospect ofinventing new kinds of
measures increasingly attractive.
That is what happened when scholars studying human cognitive development hit a seemingly
insurmountable measurement wall. They wanted to assess the capability of infants to do simple
arithmetic,butyou cannot givea baby a paper-and-pencil test. What you can do, however, iskeep track
of an infant’s gaze—andthat fact pointed theway toward a solution of the measurement problem. Here
isaslightlystylizedaccountofwhatthe developmentalpsychologists cameupwith. Aninfant sees two
dolls on a table. Then a screen comes up, blocking the infant’s view of the dolls. While the screen is up,
the infant sees a hand come in behind the screen and take one of the dolls away. Then the screen comes
down, revealing either one doll or two dolls. Infants hold their gaze longer, as if asking ‘‘What is going
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infant may have demonstrated subtraction. In short order, a veritable ﬂood of construct validation
studies were launched to explore this new type of measure (Berger, Tzur, & Posner, 2006).
What I am hoping for as the POB paradigm matures and methodological standards tighten are
measures as innovative and ingenious as that. In the meantime, I encourage researchers to pull off the
shelf their dusty copies of Unobtrusive Measures (Webb, Campbell, Schwartz, & Sechrest, 1966) and
ﬁnd in that lovely book all manner of creative ideas for dealing with concepts that are as difﬁcult to
measure or manipulate as they are substantively interesting.
Making the Best of a Bad Situation Is Not Enough
A few years ago I was invited to participate in a meeting with a leading practitioner and teacher of
mindful meditation. We recently had completed our research on professional symphony orchestras,
cited earlier, in which we found that the daily life of orchestra musicians was, in the words of one
violinist looking back on his career, ‘‘a factory job with a little art thrown in.’’ The meeting was to
explore a possible study that would involve teaching orchestra musicians meditation techniques to see
if that might help them adapt better to their work situation and, perhaps, even ﬁnd serenity where there
now was frustration and alienation. The meeting was fascinating, but on the drive home I told the
colleague who had invited me that I could not participate in the project. ‘‘Why not?’’ she asked. ‘‘This
might really help those people.’’ I explained that our research had shown that the roots of the payers’
disaffection were in the way their work and their organizations were structured and managed. To help
themdevelopabetter,moreacceptingattitude aboutlife atworkwithoutdoing anythingatallaboutthe
source of the problems did not feel right to me.
Back when Greg Oldham and I were doing our research on the design of work, we regularly heard
similar suggestions. Our ﬁndings showed that both internal work motivation and growth satisfaction
were enhanced when jobs provided challenge, autonomy, and reliable knowledge of the results of the
work (Hackman &Oldham,1980).Butredesigningjobs tocreate thoseconditionsalmostalways was a
major undertaking—time consuming, anxiety-arousing, and costly. Maybe an equally positive
outcome could be obtained much more simply, our commentators suggested. How about training
people in ways to cognitively reframe their work situations, and helping them develop affective
strategies for adapting healthfully to life at work? Rather than being ground down by the routine and
repetitive aspects of their work, perhaps workers could develop a sense of rhythm in carrying it out that
would help the days pass painlessly and maybe even pleasantly.
What these examples have in common is the impulse, by well-meaning people, to help people ﬁnd if
not serenityat least acceptance in work situations that are fundamentallyﬂawed. The impulse to help is
strong. It clearly is present in the POB movement, as well as in self-help books, in business practices
that seek to ameliorate the human costs of deadening work by providing pleasant and engaging work
environments, and even in some types of psychotherapy. ‘‘Acceptance therapy’’ for troubled couples,
forexample,helpsindividuals toaccept their partners’ﬂawsratherthan totrytochange themortoseek
dyadic solutions to relationship problems. This technique is attracting substantial attention among
therapists who hope that it might generate solutions to marital discord that are more effective and have
greater staying power than traditional behaviorally oriented couple therapy (Jacobson, Christensen,
Prince, Cordova, & Eldridge, 2000).
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what they know to help people adapt to unsatisfactory worklives, they may be unintentionally and
unwittingly perpetuating work situations that are fundamentally at odds with the ennobling values of
the POB paradigm itself. Nobody actually says ‘‘take the world as it is,’’ of course. But the focus of
positive organizational scholarship on making the best of existing situations, it seems to me, implicitly
endorses that view.
Ultimately, it comes down to a question of values. At birth, humans are ‘‘wired up’’ for both
adaptation and growth. It never ceases to amaze me, for example, how many people do not collapse
emotionally under the stresses they face—they lose a partner, or a limb, or their career and, in most
cases, they ﬁnd ways to adapt and get on with their lives. Equally amazing is the degree to which even
children who have not yet learned to speak, let alone to adapt emotionally to difﬁculties and distress,
experiencejoywhentheylearntodosomethingnew—pullingone’sselfuptoastandingpositioninthe
crib, for example, or discovering that the spoon is a truly excellent device for transferring food from
plate to mouth.
Adaptation strategies come to dominate growth-oriented strategies for many people as they mature
and log experience in work organizations. That happens in part because organizations necessarily
require somelevelof adaptation bytheir members—evenschools,which are supposedtofostergrowth
and learning, cannot allow every student to pursue whatever learning objective as strikes his or her
fancy.Butthe relativeemphasison adaptationovergrowth also happens, inpart, becauseadult learning
invariablybringsnotjustthekindofjoyexperiencedbyinfantswhentheydiscovernewthingstheycan
do, but also no small measure of uncertainty, pain, and anxiety.
The ﬁndings and tools of positive organizational scholarship clearly can help guide adaptation by
individual human beings as they deal with the inevitable stresses and challenges of life and work. But
that is only half the story. I hope that research within the POB paradigm one day soon will give at least
asmuch attentiontoidentifyingandcreating thoseorganizationalconditionsthatpromotelearningand
growth as they do to strategies for helping people adapt and adjust to their work circumstances. Doing
that, however, will require that positive organizational scholars move beyond their present focus on
individual persons and explicitly exploreways to develop and exploit the positive structural features of
the social systems within which people live and work.
New Paradigms Are Seductive
POB has all the trappings, both positive and negative, of any new scholarly paradigm. On the positive
side, there is enthusiasm and optimism, a sense of being in the vanguard of something quite important,
something that could make large and constructive differences both in scholarly work and in human
lives. But there are a couple of cautions that it may be prudent to keep in mind.
New paradigms invariably involve collectiveacceptance by thosewhowork within them of the fresh
concepts, methods, and research strategies that distinguish that paradigm from what came before.
Endorsement of those new features can become so strong that proponents risk overlooking, or even
disparaging, both ﬁndings from previous research and potentially valuable alternative approaches for
studying the phenomena that interest them. The ‘‘looking time’’ method for assessing infants’
arithmetic capabilities mentioned earlier, for example, has become so dominant in cognitive
development that few other strategies for probing those same capabilities are being explored. As a
consequence,substantiveﬁndingsaboutnativehumancomputationalabilitieshavebecomecompletely
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paradigm.
Concept-method confounds also have been common for new paradigms in organizational behavior.
Once the Ohio State group identiﬁed ‘‘initiation of structure’’ and ‘‘consideration’’ as important
dimensions of leader style and provided a methodology for assessing leaders’standing on them, those
dimensions came to dominate substantive research on the topic (Fleishman, 1973). And I must
blushingly acknowledge that the same unfortunate pattern developed after Greg Oldham and I
published the Job Diagnostic Survey, an instrument we had developed mainly as a device for assessing
the concepts in our theory of work design (Hackman & Oldham, 1975). Because the instrument was
readily available, easy to use, and had acceptable psychometric properties, far too great a proportion of
subsequent research on work design relied on it and, implicitly, on the particular theoretical model that
had given rise to it.
Over-reliance on paradigm-sanctioned models and methods is not yet a signiﬁcant problem for
research on POB because, as noted earlier, new concepts (if not new methodologies) are being
developed and published at a rapid rate. But one day soon there may emerge a generally accepted set of
methods and strategies for research in the ﬁeld. And if that happens, the kinds of innovation that made
the paradigm possible may be replaced by relatively mindless acceptance of standard ways of doing
positive organizational research. That would be an unfortunate development.
A second concern is about scholarly standards. As any new paradigm emerges and catches on, its
founders often develop an entirely understandable wish to spread the gospel, so to speak, to those who
have not yet come aboard. But then something bad happens: The usual standards for assessing the
quality of conceptual and empirical work are relaxed for those who are doing paradigm-sanctioned
scholarship. This occurred, for example, within the psychoanalytic paradigm: Standard criteria for
assessing scholarly work were set aside in favor of those the founders of the movement favored, and
work that never could have been published elsewhere appeared in journals edited by psychoanalytic
insiders. The ﬁeld eventually became something of an island unto itself, almost entirely detached from
scientiﬁc psychology.
Positive organizational scholarship risks falling into a similar trap. One sees in this emerging
paradigm papers being accepted by the gatekeepers of the ﬁeld that might have trouble passing muster
inthe broader worldoforganizationalscholarship.Problemsandlapsesareeither forgiven(thisworkis
too important to beworrying about the small stuff) or overlooked (if a correction is needed, subsequent
research surely will identify it). Meanwhile, the gatekeepers protect and promote their ﬂedging ﬁeld by
making sure that their colleagues have places to present and publish their innovative research and
theory.
Sometimes it is true that a new research paradigm is both genuinely fresh and entirely unwelcome
withinthetraditionaldisciplinefromwhichitcame.Cognitivepsychologists,forexample,despairedof
the ‘‘everyday memory’’ paradigm that emerged in their ﬁeld some years back (Banaji & Crowder,
1989). Everyday memory was a direct challenge to traditional research on memory processes, and the
gatekeepers did what they could to keep it from catching on. One of the most constructive things the
founders of the POB paradigm could do to protect it from that fate, therefore, would be to insist on
the highest possible standards for positive organizational research. Doing that is important because
beginnings are important: The standards set now will be those to which the next generation of positive
organizational scholars aspire. And it is the quality of the research and theory carried out by that next
generationof scholars, nothoweasy it may be for ﬁrst-generation scholars to get published, that will be
most consequential for the eventual fate of the POB paradigm.
New paradigms brim with energy and excitement, but it is of a dangerous kind. The challenge for
those in the forefront of the blossoming paradigm of POB, people like the authors of the articles in this
special issue, is considerable. On the one hand, they should ride the existing wave of enthusiasm
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forward-looking work in a way that minimizes the likelihood of falling into the traps just discussed.
I wish them well in managing that tension, and I will follow the research literature with interest to see
how it all turns out.
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